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Wirr-Away
to Get-Away
Rob Tonkin of Wirr-Away Motorhomes
is proud of the quality and care put into
manufacturing the motorhomes. After
checking one out for the first time, I have
to admit it is an impressive unit
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY KILNER
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he Wirr-Away history is an
interesting one that began in
Ferntree Gully in Melbourne.
Rob’s parents decided to move
to Mildura after a holiday.
Rob’s dad, Ian, is a cabinet maker/carpenter, and after years of working hard,
health problems saw him retire at just 55. To
keep himself active, Ian converted a Toyota
Coaster to go touring with his wife, Allison,
as the kids at that stage were off their hands.
Rob had worked as a commercial
pilot, flying for over 10 years before
trying his hand at life on the ground. Not
happy in the photo lab that was his initial choice, Rob started helping his dad
fit out and sell more touring machines.
After building his first motorhome
from scratch, Rob decided that he
liked the idea of building motorhomes.
After the second one he built was sold,
he started Wirr-Away Motorhomes.
The origin of the company name came
from ‘wirr’ being the sound of a plane’s
engine, and of course, the sound meaning you are heading away on a flight.
There was also, I believe, a plane
called the Wirraway in early Australian
avionics. The family are into that as
well, so it all ties in neatly together.
Since its inception in 1995, WirrAway has not looked back. Rob has
invested every cent back into the business to get it firing on all cylinders.
Rob’s mum and dad still work part time
in the business, and Rob’s wife, Amanda
also works for the company as does Rob’s
Brother, Peter. All those in the family business
live and breathe motorhomes, and they have
some very nifty ideas on how to make touring
life a pleasure. All the family love touring,
and that doesn’t hurt when it comes to
ideas on what works and what doesn’t.

THE VEHICLE
This rig has a V6 turbocharged and
intercooled diesel engine coupled with
an auto gearbox. Apart from being a
super-smooth engine, it offers a better
resale value than the four-cylinder job.
Plus, auto is the only way to go.
This common-rail direct-injection diesel
oiler pumps out a whopping 400Nm of
torque between 1600rpm and 2600rpm,
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and 135kW of power comes in at 3800rpm.
Drive through the five-speed auto’s box is
directed to the rear wheels where twin rims
and tyres are fitted on each side.
Mechanically, the Sprinter is very well
equipped. It has ABS brakes, electronic-stability program and all the associated acronyms
such as ASR, BAS, EBD, ROM and more.
There is a driver’s airbag system,
disc brakes on all corners with brakewear indicators, headlight-beam range
control and a rear fog lamp.
Suspension-wise, the Sprinter is fitted
with leaf-spring suspension, gas shockers and stabiliser bars front and rear. The
standard 75L fuel tank is replaced with a
110L tank for long-range travel.

ON THE OUTSIDE

The lockers have
a remote too

The motorhome body is built around an RHS
aluminium frame system that is engineered
as required for vehicle registration. The floor
is 12mm plywood while the sandwich-bonded fibreglass walls are 32mm thick. The roof
of the same material is 40mm thick.

The insulation used as part of the
construction is closed-cell urethane. The
body is painted in the best quality twopac paint Rob can buy, which means that
no pinstriping is required.
This sees the finish last longer than
normal, and it can be polished and touched
up easily. In fact, touch-up paint and polish,
among other things, are supplied as part of
the maintenance kit provided with purchase.
One of the more impressive features on
the Wirr-Away body are the catch-less liftup hatches and slide-out drawers. These
have a central locking system that allows
them to open quickly and easily.
On the passenger side, there are three
compartments. The first houses twin
100A batteries plus the hot-water system,
and it is to the left of the doorway.
Immediately on the other side of the
doorway is the next slide-out, which contains
a large stainless steel storage bin. The next
section is on the rear, and it has a lift-up door
that reveals a slide-out and lift-up Coleman
BBQ. This is a fantastic idea that gets the barbeque high enough to work with comfortably.

Next to that is the water hose compartment. It keeps water under pressure to
avoid air in pipes when connecting, plus
you can use it like a hose to top up water
bottles or even wash the motorhome.
At the rear of the home, sliding out
from under the bed, is a large drawer
that will hold a huge amount of gear. On
the driver’s side are three more storage
drawers. One is at the very front and one
at the very rear for storage.
The third one in the middle holds three
4.5kg gas bottles. All the stainless steel
welding is very neat, and while it is light
compared to normal steel, it is rust resistant.
I really liked the big bold exterior
with its fully painted finish and storage
areas. The body is very neat and looks
the goods. Even the underneath is tidy
around the water tanks and the pump,
which is fitted to push water around.
There are certain outstanding features that make Wirr-Away different.
The Mercedes grille emblem is painted
to match the Wirr-Away logo and LED
lights, and there is a body care kit.

Excellent lockers include
a spot for the barbeque
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The valves allow access to the inner tyre
pressures easily, and it all adds up to make an
outstanding product to own. I will mention
that the Wirr-Away team don’t leave much
untouched when they build a motorhome.
If I mentioned every item, I would run
out of room in this article, and it would
ruin discovering them all at inspection!

ON THE INSIDE
The timberwork
throughout is stunning

The dinette is small,
but fine for two

There’s plenty of
storage in the kitchen

With the automatic drop-step down
and the door open, the first thing you
see inside is a timber handrail leading
up into the motorhome. This simple
idea makes getting in and out of the
van very easy and safe.
Once inside, the lounge/dining
area is on the left. Leather seats and
leather trimming on the Merc seats
add a nice feel to this area.
On the driver’s side in the middle of
the van is the very neat ensuite. It comes
complete with separate fully moulded
shower, vacuum-flush Thetford toilet,
mirrors and dual towel rails on the door.

The kitchen is chock full of cupboards and drawers, and a glass top
covers the sink. Another glass top covers the Dometic gas stove and oven.
The Dometic fridge and microwave are located opposite the dining area. A pantry slides
out of the wall between the ensuite and the
dining room. It is a ripper floor-to-ceiling unit.
One interesting point is that all the
plumbing for the kitchen and ensuite is
the same diameter as for a house. This
means water can be drained quickly
and easily, plus water can be where it is
needed without hesitation as well.
Hot water is provided via a Truma
system, which operates on gas and
electricity. A Zipp filter located under
the sink filters drinking water.
Tasmanian myrtle timber is used on
all fascias and is double coated with an
exterior finish clear coat. It provides a
durable and smart-looking surface.
The rest of the timber is a lightweight
graded timber to provide an excellent look
without the weight. The cabinetry is awesome
from one end of the Wirr-Away to the other.

The bedroom is at the rear of the
motorhome, and a centrally located
double island bed with lumbar support
base dominates the room.
The bed lifts up to reveal the rear storage
drawer, which can be packed from both
inside and out. Either side of the bed are
cupboards and wardrobes for storage.
Some very tricky electrics are incorporated into this vehicle. Without boring
you to death with detail, the 12/240V
systems (plus solar power if fitted) are integrated by an EC200 Digital Controller.
This means that everything in the van
that is electrical is separately fused. It
can be monitored and controlled on the
display screen mounted near the door.
It’s a groovy system that I could
spend a page or two trying to inform
you of all the benefits. Suffice to say
that it’s the duck’s guts of controlling
every ounce of power within the vehicle.
The interior is smart, exceptionally well
designed and practical. The wiring system
is probably one of the best I’ve come
across for ease of maintenance and use.

The loo and shower
aren’t an all-in-one unit
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RATINGS
THE VEHICLE:
ON THE OUTSIDE:
ON THE INSIDE:
IN THE KITCHEN:
AT THE DINETTE:
IN THE BEDROOM:
KEEPING CLEAN:

8.5/10
9/10
9/10
9/10
8.5/10
8.5/10
8.5/10

SPECIFICATIONS
MANUFACTURER:
Wirr-Away
VEHICLE: Mercedes Sprinter 518 CDI LWB
MODEL: Wirr-Away Sprinter 518 CDI LWB
INTERNAL LENGTH:
5m (16ft 4in)
EXTERNAL LENGTH:
7.9m (26ft)
INTERNAL WIDTH:
2.180m (7ft 1.5in)
EXTERNAL WIDTH:
2.25m (7ft 5in)
HEIGHT:
3.15m (10ft 4in)
GVM:
4490kg
PRICE FROM:$193,000 (515, four-cylinder auto)
PRICE: From $199,000 (518, six-cylinder auto)

CONTACT

Anne and Keith Sanders are
very happy with their purchase

KEY
1 Swivel cab seats
2 Dinette table
3 Dinette lounge
4 Computer table
5 Kitchen
6 Storage
7 Bathroom
8 Bed
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1
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There’s so much gear packed into this
Wirr-Away Merc that it takes two full days
for the handover to occur, and even then
there’s still stuff to learn.
It’s not hard to figure it all out, of
course, and most of it is very practical and
straightforward. As Rob mentioned, there’s
more to a Wirr-Away than meets the eye.
For just under $200,000, the WirrAway is at the high-end of the motorhome
market and impressive to say the least.
You can drive this motorhome on a
standard car licence, and it comes with
all the creature comforts of home. For
anyone that loves travelling, the WirrAway could be just the rig for you.
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WRAP-UP
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Wirr-Away Motorhomes
Rob Tonkin
6B Hynes Crt
Mildura, VIC 3500
Tel: (03) 5023 0230
Email: wirraway@ncable.com.au
Web: www.wirraway.com.au
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MEET THE SANDERS
By the time this yarn hits the news stands,
Anne and Keith Sanders will have celebrated
their 50th wedding anniversary, which is a
golden moment in any couple’s life.
In fact, they laughed as they stated that the
Wirr-Away was their golden wedding present
– a ripper of a present if you ask me!
First off for the Sanders is a run through the
Blue Mountains towards NSW. This is a bit of a
learning holiday before 2008 when they plan to
spend as much time on the road as possible.
The Sanders have not set a timeframe, and
they certainly haven’t bought the motorhome
as a decoration for their backyard.

I’d like to offer a special thanks to Menzies Inc
for allowing us to take the photos for this shoot.
Menzies is a not-for-profit organisation that
operates out of Sages Cottage Farm, 85 Sages
Road in Baxter Victoria.
This group has been responsible for helping
people, especially young people, get back on
track with their lives. The Farm has a cafe open
from 10am to 3pm on Fridays with proceeds
going to the help families in need.
Plus, you can wander around the gardens and
farm area while checking out some of the
animals. Please call (03) 5971 5964 or visit
www.menzies.org.au for more information.
I would also like to thank Rob Tonkin for popping down to Melbourne for this shoot, and
of course, Keith and Anne Sanders. They had
only owned this review Wirr-Away for a week
before I got there, and they were happy to drive
it around for me.

